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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT), in order to provide new technologies and services for smart cities, intends to link 

billions of sensors to the internet. IoT will allow the evolution of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) from existing vehicle ad hoc 
networks (VANETs), where drivers will provide various services through the integration into their world-wide network of 
vehicles, sensors and mobile devices. Vehicle Cloud Computing (VCC) is recently planned to provide traffic solutions to 
enhance our day-to-day operation to serve VANET with computational resources. In order to provide new technologies and 

facilities for cities, the Internet of Things (IoT) imagines connecting trillions of sensors to the Internet. While safety problems 
in cloud computing and vehicle networks have received attention, we have identified VCs-specific security problems, such as 

the challenge of authentication, scalability and the difficulty of maintaining confidential connections among many players 
caused by the use of intermittent short-range communications. We begin by defining the VC models, i.e. ad hoc models, and 
demonstrate algorithms aimed at improving the scalability and confidence between several players induced by irregular short-
range communications. 

Keywords :Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS); Internet of Vehicles (IoV); Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs); 

Vehicular Cloud (VC)  

 

Introduction  

An ITS is a state-of-the-art app designed to provide groundbreaking services relating to various modes of 

transportation and traffic management, enabling users to be updated more efficiently and making the use of 

transport systems more safe, better organised and smarter. Certain systems include the use of cameras to enforce 

traffic laws or signalling that mark speed limits changes depending on the conditions for emergency responders 

in the event of an accident. Vehicular Clouds, a multi-dimensional extension of traditional cloud computing. Our 

objective is to help readers understand the basic mechanisms of cloud vehicles and identify possible applications 

for vehicle network and road safety improvement. We have presented a complete vehicle networking taxonomy 

and a comparative CC-VCC analysis. We also discuss the VCC architecture, stand-alone cloud creation and the 

detailed scenario for use. Each VCC vehicle can connect to other vehicles or network infrastructures via vehicles 

or vehicles via network communication with infrastructure networks. A key management system for the safe 

communication of the vehicle network is defined. We also classify the vehicle networks based on issues and 

solutions in terms of protection. 

Intelligent transport systems become the indispensable element for all by conceiv of the intelligent city 

transmuting towns into digital communities and rendering the lives of its people in each aspect simple. Mobility 

in every city is a key concern, regardless of whether they go to school, college, workplace, or for any other 

reason, city travel by means of the transport system. Using a smart transport system for people will save their 

time and make the city smarter. The ITS aims at reducing the traffic problems to the highest level in order to 

achieve traffic quality. It enhances users' local comfort with previous knowledge on traffic Running in real time, 

seat availability, etc., reducing travel time for commuters and improving security and convenience. 

Transportation Technologies 

The travel management center's well organised and competent operations rely on the automated collection of 

data with accurate localization data rather than analysis for accurate data to be produced by and then forwarded 

back to travellers. Let's get a closer understanding of the whole operation. 

Data collection:  Clear, comprehensive and rapid collection of data with real-time monitoring requires strategic 

planning. Via various hardware devices that lay the foundation of other ITS functions, the data is collected here. 

These devices include the automatic identifiers for vehicles, automatic locators for GPS vehicles, cameras, 

camera etc. Most data such as traffic counts, traffic monitoring, journey speedl;l;lds, time, location, weight of the 

vehicle, delays etc. These hardware devices are usually attached to servers in the data collection centre that store 

vast volumes of data for further review. 

Data Transmission: Fast and reliable information communication is a key to ITS competency, so this element 

of ITS involves transmitting data collected from the field to the TMC, then returning the information analysed 

from the TMC to travellers. Traffic notifications are made via internet, SMS or onboard vehicle units to 

passengers. Other networking methods include the use of long and medium range radio and continuous air 

interface (CAILM) through the use of cellular connectivity and infrarot connections. 
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Figure 1.1 Intelligent Transportation System 

Data Analysis: There are different measures to further processing the data obtained and received at the TMC. 

These measures include error correction, data purification, data synthesis and logical adaptive analysis. Data 

inconsistencies with specialist applications are detected and corrected. The data is subsequently modified and 

pooled for review. This mended collective data is further analysed to predict the traffic scenario available to 

users to provide sufficient details. 

Traveler Information: Travel Advisory Systems (TAS) were used to provide travel users with transport alerts. 

The system provides information on a real-time basis including travel time, speed, delays, road incidents, route 

change, diversions, working zone conditions, etc. The data is supplied via a wide variety of electronic devices 

such as variable warning signs, road advisory, Telephone, SMS and automated mobile phones. 

The number of road vehicles is also growing as urbanisation increases with speedy speed. In exchange, both 

placed immense pressure on towns to retain a better system of traffic so that the city can go on and on. The only 

solution is for the operation of the Smart Transport System. It offers the public and city managers security and 

comfort as well as easy maintenance and monitoring of city managers, as well as a win-win situation. In order to 

monitor the flow from vehicles to a highway, the ramp measurement is essential and traffic control coordination 

takes place in the traffic management centre within large cities. In addition to being able to provide the user with 

dynamic route guidance, the adaptive cruise control allows the driver to reduce the vehicle speed automatically 

to maintain the safe way ahead of the car. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A survey on the cloud-based network, taxonomy and conceptual hybrid architecture is being presented by 

authors in Jabbarpour et al. (2019). Its taxonomy is focused on three major categories: cloud vehicle computing, 

cloud vehicles and hybrid cloud (HC). The emphasis of this paper is on applications, architectures and services 

in the classes of cloud based vehicle networks (CVNs). The architectures and characteristics of a comparative 

summary between these three groups are seen. With the victimisation process as usual, we can break up a 

transport cloud platform into various functional services and subsystems, such as traffic management, service 

routing, IT system analysis and mining, etc. By decomposing a high-performance system into smaller 

subsystems, in line with their functions. As cloud computing consists of the 3 different services (PaaS), service 

infrastructure (IaaS) because its common service bundle (SaaS) should be used to create cloud transport services 
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platforms with the compound SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. In addition, clouds can be divided into composite, private 

and public clouds. 

The authors survey cloud services and simulation systems for vehicle automation in Ahmed et al. (2019). They 

have examined VCC and its services, examining the frameworks for the provision of different services through 

VCC. There are presented current simulators and tools needed to assess the performance of the system proposed 

in VANET and VCC. There will also be discussions of VCC issues and possible guidelines. This paper allows 

researchers to choose a suitable simulator to evaluate the efficiency of some new system. The processing of 

information is an essential feature for ITS, where online travel systems can effectively be served by means of a 

VC. In this work, the latest VCC paradigm is included in proposing an ITS pull-based data collection model. In 

addition, we demonstrate, through simulation results, that low vehicle participation in a dynamic VC is sufficient 

to provide ITS with representative and meaningful data collection. Moreover, we illustrate the problems faced by 

models and facilities of IoV data collection. 

In the cloud-based V2X contact, the Feng et al., (2019) suggest a privacy evaluation approach with unclear 

consideration (PAU). This algorithm focuses on determining the safety of vehicles by examining the history of 

the consumer in cloud V2X scenarios. PAU extends the logic of subjective insecurity to measure records in the 

actions of the consumer. This calculates the vehicle's real-time privacy capability on the basis of real-time 

contact observations on this vehicle. In order to increase the accuracy of privacy evaluations, the privacy 

aggregation algorithm combines the real-time of the vehicle and its offline contact. The Sybil attacks are 

effectively restricted using historical data collected in the cloud. Congestion detection and avoidance software 

can assist road conditions-based drivers with effective route planning. A centralisedItis sluggish in reports and 

does not normally have a solution to any traffic problems. Alternatively, a VC should provide the most suitable 

and efficient ITS-compliant applications allowing vehicles to share their knowledge of traffic on demand. In this 

way, traffic congestions can be detected and the flow conditions in urban environments correctly assessed. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Because vehicular data clouds provide a variety of heterogeneous resources and information, an efficient data 

mining service must be built to rapidly detect unsafe road situations, provide early warning messages and assist 

drivers in making informed accident prevention decisions. Data mining services may also be used in the 

preliminary assessment of drivers or vehicle output to identify issues. Data mining models are the foundation of 

every data mining operation. To date, few vehicle data obtained from vehicle networks or data clouds have been 

produced and tested. 

 
Figure 1.2 System Architecture 
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The temporary cloud usually consists of underspended vehicle computing, networking and storage facilities, and 

has the objective of expanding the traditional cloud so as to maximise the entire cloud's capacity for computing, 

processing and storing. The temporary cloud supports a SaaS-, PaaS- and IaaS-compound and mainly hosts 

highly dynamic vehicle applications with problems in traditional clouds. 

Below, every stage of our proposed data collection model is defined, until the requested vehicle has received a 

reply. This process is shown in Figure 1.3. 

1) Phase I: Data Delivery Request In order to request traffic information on demand, an interested car sets out its 

priorities for the data collection service in advance. A vehicle looking for traffic information sets its destination 

and produces a response for the route request (RREQ). A desired destination can be called the Interest Region 

(ROI), which can be extended to a comprehensive road map or restricted to a single street segment. The 

requested vehicle transmits the RREQ to its one-hop vicinity. In order to get facilities using minimum 

infrastructure, RREQ is then transported to vehicles at a desired destination. The advantage of taking advantage 

of vehicle cloud computing in routing is that the network can be divided into clusters, thus increasing 

performance. If there is no infrastructure, the request will be routed via the VANET routing protocols through 

the ad hoc network. These protocols are typically intended by a geographic route or by following a broadcasting 

model to address the challenge of highly mobile vehicles causing highly complex topology and frequent 

connections. 

2) Phase II: Computer cloud When vehicles receive the RREQ with the desired ROI, vehicles subscribed to the 

same service shall cooperate by communicating the necessary sensor data in the network to provide the response 

to the requested vehicle. Sensor data can include data on the environment and/or vehicle internal sensed 

information, such as fuel consumption, velocity, distance or acceleration. We refer to vehicles that are subscribed 

as cooperation vehicles on the road to the destination (CVs). CVs on the target road attempt to form a dynamic 

vehicle cloud for publishing sensor information. Each vehicle in the collection of CVs is qualified for broker 

election. In a single node, a broker who has responsibility for data collection and communications with the 

infrastructure is elected to serve, similarly to other forms of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The process of 

choice for brokers is handled by a nearby roadside unit (RSU), based on the login criteria. When elected, the 

broker tries to form a vehicular cloud, and the other CVs work together to form a dynamic cloud. The VC 

collects computing resources to support the application after the broker declares the VC establishment. Cloud 

resources include data sensors, storage and computing of CVs that have a common virtual platform shared 

among vehicles. The broker asks the other CVs to submit the sensor data they need. Received data are stored in a 

hash table via a vehicle cloud and then sent to a server in the Internet cloud, if additional processing is required. 

In the case of a simple request, ample VC resources can be available for a reply. If the VC computer resources 

cannot fulfil the request, the broker communicates with the Internet cloud to assign the required computer 

resources. Vehicles without a network may use vehicles with internet access, which can be supplied via mobile 

telephones or fixed access points, to borrow certain services. 

 
Figure 1.3 Model Phases 
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3) Phase III: Data delivery response Message In the event of complicated requests being sent to the Internet 

cloud, the response is sent to the VC broker from the assigned server in the internet cloud. The requested details, 

such as route planning alternatives or a navigation suggestion for avoiding congestion points, is contained in this 

response. Simple requests processed entirely through the dynamic VC, on the other hand, often contain simple 

data indicating traffic conditions or travel situations. Once the response is ready, the broker creates a Route 

Answer Message (RREP), which is then routed via a VC or VANET to the requesting vehicle. 

 

We will establish a registration form for drivers in the cloud in this segment. Diversion registration is obligatory, 

so that only the driver can drive the car from the network side. If the login process is finished and cloud-updated, 

diver can submit the verification data. The driver chooses a brand of vehicle, model and current position once the 

check forces are successful. When this device is selected, the values are automatically produced by the wearer or 

not of the seat belt and alcoholic or not. And for every few sects, he will continue to transfer the jerk level for 

this path to some other position between them. All of this info for cloud updates. 

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Figure 1.4 indicates a percentage of the services provided; that is, 100% of the requested services were allocated 

by the protocol. The protocol can be seen to fulfil 100% of the resource demand when the vehicle orders the 3 

services for 20 seconds. The reason is that the vehicle already allocates resources on the highway and thus no 

new allocation was needed. If we look at the figures 40 and 60, it can be noted that the time required to 

determine the new allocations is a difference between them. The denser the road, the better the service is 

available. If we evaluate, for example, a point in 500 cars/hour, the service delivery for 60 seconds is 

approximately 90% lower than for 1000 cars/hour. 

 

Figure 1.5 indicates the proportion of service deprivation that is inversely commensurate with service delivery. 

Due to the time allocation of the provider there is a low service loss of about 15 percent, which requires more 

time to exchange more messages. This is because the protocol must assign the service to a different node. In 

addition, the protocol must predict when the assigned node might have left the management area. 

 
Figure 1.4 Service availability 
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Figure 1.5 Service lack 

In summary, the solution plan showed consistent behaviour, as the protocol showed no sudden variation, even 

with the growth of vehicles or the rise in use of resources. In the worst case scenario, the proposed solution had a 

high service access rate of approximately 85% (500 cars with 60 s service delivery time). 

CONCLUSION  

This paper provides a vehicle-based cloud architecture for smart transport management in major cities. These 

mechanisms are used to store information and allow heterogeneous communication between multiple devices, 

while simultaneously managing vehicle mobility and generating data flows. This involved simulated models and 

allocations of resources where the module showed a predictable behaviour, since the protocol showed no sudden 

variation, even with the rise in vehicles or the increased use of resources. Furthermore, the proposed approach 

demonstrated the high availability of service of about 85 percent (500 trucks with a 60 s service allocation time) 

in the worst case scenario. In future work we will adapt the management and search engine to work in urban 

scenarios and to perform tests that take architecture in its entirety into account. 
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